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What do we do well as a school? 

Teachers are fair and patient and make children feel comfortable to be them self at school  

You all look after the kids brilliant, never had any problems and both my girls love coming to 

school , Also all trips that the school does free of charge is amazing and really helpful to all us 

struggling parents. 

You always make sure that the children are happy and support is there for both children and 

parents. I think it’s also fantastic that every morning the headteacher and other members of 

staff are there to welcome the children. The curriculum is good and all the staff always go the 

extra mile. The trips you provide are great and ____ always come home full of excitement. 

Good teachers really helpful school if you have problems with children or anything else have 

patience and care with our children support children who struggle and get the best possible 

help of needed and give our children the best education to help them going in to high school  

Listen to parents concerns and tries to help as much as possible 

U r so well with both ___ and ____u make sure they r safe and happy and welcome them in 

and do your best for me and the kids:) 

Very inclusive, great communication and listen to what parents say 

Everything the school has improved so much since Mr Heeley took over as head teacher kids 

all seem much happier and enjoy going to school 

Alway thinking of new way of learning for all the kids even the kids that need some more help 

then others. 

Well since ____ started she has came on brillant and am getting help with her behaviour a 

think this school is excellent x 

Your brilliant with all the kids especially SEN kids :) 

Teach the children amazingly 



Excellent staff who actually care about their pupils and an amazing head teacher 

Everything I love how much the school has come on 

Making everyone feel like one big family 

An amazing school, with a fantastic head teacher. Free uniform bundles, free trips at times 

that are extremely difficult for a lot of families is a massive relief for most. The time teachers 

spend with the children and the fun way of learning is just second to none. 

Everything. I love how the head teacher knows every child’s name and goes out of his way to 

say hello to all the parents as well as the children. All the teachers are so welcoming 

Making pupils your number one priority! Every child is treat the same what ever there 

differences are.. all the staff go above and beyond, from the littlest jester's to the big ones, 

this school takes the strain off everyday life for families that find them self's in hard times, 

from making sure there is breakfast for every child in the morning, helping with school 

uniforms, and paying for trips for the kids to enjoy.. its a brilliant school and I'm so happy my 

kids are lucky enough to attend this school. Every member of staff is a credit to Lemington 

Riverside. 

All the staff are fantastic and offer support, encouragement daily. Communication with parents 

is and being able to chat about any concerns etc and being listened to is great. ___ has lots of 

fun at school and feels safe so that's always lovely to hear.  

Everything is well 

Go above and beyond for each individual child and support the whole family.  

Good wrap around facilities and good study plan for students which is communicated ahead 

of the term. 

Learning is fun for the kids. 

Putting children’s well-being first. 

Everything always happy smiling teachers amazing kind caring and an absolutely incredible 

school 

Puts wellbeing at the heart of everything. 

Seriousness put in teaching 

Encourage and reward punctuality, reward academic achievements with a system (house 

points) that keeps pupils engaged and motivated to push themselves. Provide one to one 

bespoke support to parents and pupils, as required, and demonstrate a flexibility, when issues 

are being addressed. Communication with parents and pupils is outstanding. Provide an 

excellent programme of outdoor activities such as; day trips, residential sleepovers etc. 

Provide pupils with an in-school environment for support, such as ‘Thrive’. Aim to support 

families as much as you can, via initiatives such as; school uniform, food parcels, vouchers 

etc. In my opinion, LRPS is a fantastic school with excellent staff members and structure - a 

massive positive overhaul in the last few years and it’s been fantastic to see the 

improvements being delivered. 

Brilliant communication with parents and keeping us up to date with newsletters.  

Good learning for children and good reward system especially the pizza Friday is a good thing 

and it encourages good time keeping 

Everything 

 

 

 



What could we do better as a school? 

Nothing 

Nothing 

More activity’s for friendship making 

There is nothing at all I can think of . 

I don’t think at the moment anything could be done differently. All staff always put in 110% 

and it’s such a friendly, relaxing environment 

Help more SEN kids in the school 

Nothing yous are perfect 

Just continue to build on what you are doing 

I think all the improvements what the school needed as in teacher changes school trips kids 

reward scheme and school interior changes have all been made 

A wouldn’t change nothing about this school 

You’re doing everything amazingly 

Nothing I could think of 

Maybe more after school clubs and more homework 

More school trips 

To be honest, not a great deal. I don’t see it first hand, but _____ sometimes criticises the 

school meals. Not very often, but sometimes not a lot to choose from that she likes. Other 

than that, a great job by all of the staff at the school. 

Nothing! Yous are doing amazing 

Absolutely nothing.. 

As ____ really dislikes most English work and writing but loves maths, I feel that the 

homework menus could include something involving maths that would engage him more. I 

also think more homework would be beneficial as myself and other parents have noticed how 

few homework menus there seemed to be last year. Apart from this I can't think of any other 

faults with the school or work that the children do so keep up the amazing work!  

Everything is good 

Maybe have the school lunch menu on the Facebook page so it’s easier to see! The school is 

fabulous and that’s the only thing I could think of! 

Continue the wraparound service. 

Satisfied with the care and education. 

More activities for parents to meet up 

I don't think there is anything better u can do I think you are all absolutely incredibly amazing 

teachers and school if there was a star of the week for the teachers it would have to be every 

teacher in the school as your all stars 🌟 

It’s my opinion, If school maintain a diary writing tradition so daily basis that is checked by 

their teacher, it can help them to understand students feelings. 

Give learners daily/weekly task to complete online. 

I don’t know exact pupil numbers, but it’s a pity there is only one class per year group (I 

think)? I believe having two classes per year group could benefit some pupils who are maybe 

not integrating with a certain classroom dynamic, and it could prevent parents from moving 

their children to other schools. I appreciate the number of classes is determined by number of 

pupils, so my comments is purely and observation and not a criticism. I have really struggled 

to find anything I believe you could do better, other than possibly reviewing pupils’ reading 



records more frequently as I know how this can be important to certain pupils. Again, not a 

criticism as I think LRPS is a fantastic school! 😀👏 

Nothing comes to mind. Everything spot on. 

 


